
THE RECENT decision by the
Ministry of Defence to confirm its
purchase of 'the American Trident
Missile system is being made in
almost total ignorance of Trident's
most vital features: whether it can
resist Soviet defences.' The New
Statesman has obtained the US
Navy's official instruction about
what it can and cannot tell the
British,' There are nine major pro-
hibited areas' of information, in-
cluding everything to do with the
nuclear reactors which power the
submarine. US naval officers are
instructed tq tear any pages con-
taining the prohibited information
out of manuals before giving them
to the UK ..

The document 'is marked 'for
official use only' and' 'may not be
released or otherwise disclosed, in
whole' or in part, to foreign gov-
ernments 'and their representa-
tives'. The Ministry of Defence
confirmed this week that they had
not seen it and did not know its

'contents. Its formal title is Naval
Operations Instruction OPNA-
VINST 5510.48H dated 29 July
1981. A confidential annexe pro-

. vides ~hitherto unpublished details
about the Polaris Sales Agreement
between Britain and the United'
States. The Polaris Sales Agree-
ment also covers the sale of Tri-
dent submarines, missiles, and
'know-how'. The instructions were
obtained by researchers at the
Washington-based Institute for
Policy Studies. "

The doctinent starts by listing
general - restrictions. and orders
American liaison staf,f-'to take par-
ticular precautions to insure that
information in rhe following areas
is not disclosed':

a. Naval Nuclear Propulsion J

Information, classified or
unclassified (our italics)

b. Strategic and Operational'
planning information

c. Tactical doctrine ... com-
mand and control methods.

iThe Trident missile system is - as
lhas now been well aired - a
"radically- new nuclear weapons
system. Each of the huge new
submarines will have 24 missiles
with I4 watheads, instead of 14 mis-
siles andthree warheads on Pola-
ris. The MoD has explained that
these submarines must be bought
to replace the existing Polaris
submarines, which have become
vulnerable to Soviet defences.The
MoQ has offered two reasons for

jhis: one; that Polaris is -'noisy' and
could be attacked by' Soviet anti-
submarine forces; secondly; that
the key task' is to threaten MOS-
cow, and that the warheads which
are released by Polaris might Be
vulnerable to new types of anti-
missiles placed around Moscow.
The MoD has argued that if there
is a risk of the Polaris subs being
detected and attacked, or the
chance that the warheads might
not get through, then Polaris isn't

sufficient to provide the indepen-
dent deterrent they seek.

The Naval Instruction,
however, makes quite clear that
the British are not to have any
information about how detectable
Trident and its submarines will be.
All information on 'SSBN (subma-'
rine) Iaccoustic or magnetic signa-
tures' is banned from release. This
means the MoD can only guess at
whether Trident is going to be safe
from detection by the Red Navy.
Since the submarines are much
larger than Polaris, it may
reasonably be expected that they
are at least as noisy, and more
magnetic.

A similar instruction prohibits
Britain from obtaining any details
of whether the warheads would
make it through to Moscow: 'abso-
lute values of the vulnerability of
the re-entry systems (i.e. war-
heads) .. .are not to be disclosed.'
All that may be discussed is the
'general relative merit' vis-a vis
Polaris (i.e., the fact that it is bet-
ter, but not how much better).

Secrecy will also surround the
use of 'penetration, aids', which
are, devices to jam and confuse any
attempts to intercept the incoming
missiles: 'penetration and in-
formation on US operational and
future strategic systems will not be
disclosed. '
, Another, critical problem with

nuclear missile submarines is

I
telling them when to fire, during a
war. The main system is the use of
VLF (very low frequency) radio
signals, and Britain has three sta-
tions for doing this, at Rugby, An-
thorn and Criggion. But these sta-
tions can be bombed or jammed.
And there are problems ensuring
that only 'the right messages get
through, and are known to be au-
thentic. The US prohibitions in-
clude 'command and control',
"communications effectiveness',
'authentication I procedures and.



Nuclear
~rain', .' .
derailed'
A GOODS TRAIN with a nuclear!
waste .transporter, said to be I
empty at the time, was derailedin]

.Holbeck, a district of Leeds, last;
Wednesday morning. Although·
the accident provoked an emer-
gency response by the police to a

'possible radi<wctivity incident
. both British Rail and the Central
Electricity Generating Board at
·first denied that nuclear flasks;
were involved. Police. cordoned i
off the area, and I' threatened
photographers and reporters with
arrest if they entered the area in

which the train stood. A fire bri-'
gadeteam surveyed the area with
geiger counters, after the train had
been rerailed and shunted ·into a
siding. Subsequently the pres,ence
of the flask was admitted, but it
was claimed (inaccurately) that
empty flasks would carry no
radioactivity, whatsoever: British
Rail confirmed' that city centre .
routes for nuclear waste trains are
used to avoid 'having to charge
(ourcustomers) too much'.
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Trident contd
codes', and 'specific ... VLF jam-
resistant techniques'. ,

Critically, in view of the public
debate on Trident's price-tag, the
US is unwilling to give Britain
'budget .information, except as
necessary to enable the UK to
measure the implications. of their
choice of' operating strategy and
size of forces'. In other words.

The Ministry of Defence was
unwilling to say whether it had or

had not got the 'specific' informa-
tion which' was pronibiteq. .A
spokesman suggested that because
US and UK submarines
sometimes passed each otherfn
the Atlantic, we might know how
noisy they were. Did we spy to get [\
the information the US wouldn't'
hand over, then? 'That's not what
I meant.' The Ministry claimed, to
be 'satisfied' that it had the neces-
sary planning, technical and finan-
cial information on Trident des-
pite the US ban. 0'

I


